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2The Australian NEM and renewable energy integration

Energy and Climate challenges
Most E = C, most E policies = C policies, most C policies = E policies
Synergies welcome but perceived conflicts often drive decision making

Energy Security
• Oil, gas & coal prices increasing & more volatile, 
emerging reliability stresses on electricity sector
• Australia: ‘energy rich’ but growing dmnd, exports

Climate Change
• Growing global emissions and climate change 
concerns yet little evidence of an effective 
international or national policy response to date

• Australia: amongst the highest per capita 
electricity industry emissions around the world

Societal welfare
• Unsustainable energy use & emissions in 
industrialised world, unsustainable lack of energy 
services in developing countries
•Australia requires transition from ‘cheap‘ energy 

Possible 
Conflicts

Coal 
vs. Gas? Cost-effective 

EE

Renewable 
Energy

Possible 
Synergies

Equitable 
supply



3The Australian NEM and renewable energy integration

Some current CEEM research efforts
� Facilitating intermittent renewable energy integration in the NEM

– forecasting and control of wind + solar energy, market design to facilitate high 
penetrations

� Emissions Trading Schemes
� Renewable energy policy support options in restructured industries

– Expanded eRET, feed-in tariff options, wider policy support
� Interactions between electricity markets and climate policies

– Emissions trading, carbon taxes, renewable energy support
� Technology assessment for sustainable energy options

– Energy efficiency, gas and cogeneration, renewables, CCS, nuclear
� Opportunities, challenges and options with Distributed Resources

– Distributed generation, energy storage, flexible demand
� ‘Robust’ climate policy mixes
� Energy efficiency policy – including non-market oriented  options
� Integration of electric vehicles into the electricity industry
� Sustainable energy options for developing countries



Australian energy policy objectives

Renewable Energy and Regulation of the Australian NEM

Possible climate policy implications:
Join the queue.  



Australia’s energy (+climate) policies
� One of the world’s 

major energy 
exporters
– #1 Coal
– #2 Uranium
– #5 LNG

� Exports approaching
2 X consumption
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….
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Australian Climate (+ Energy) Framework
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International multilateral, bilateral + regional activities
� High level meetings on climate change that complement and help progress 

the UNFCCC agenda, including the Group of Twenty and the Major 
Economies Forum on Energy and Climate (MEF).

� Bilateral Climate Change Partnership Program.
� Australia working with our Pacific island neighbours to ensure that climate 

change does not undermine sustainable development gains.
� Australia is taking action through the International Forest Carbon Initiative

to help reduce emissions from deforestation and forest degradation in 
developing countries (REDD)… working closely with Indonesia and PNG to 
build capacity to reduce emissions from forests.

� Australia assisting vulnerable countries in region adapt to impacts of 
climate change through International Climate Change Adaptation Initiative. 

� Australia is actively involved in a range of initiatives on technology and 
policy to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions.
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Pacific Forum 
nations facing 
extraordinary 
challenges
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Complexity + scale of required Australian C action
� Australian emissions amongst highest per-capita in the world
� National emissions continue to grow (except for land-use)
� Avoiding dangerous warming might require reductions of 90% by 2050

A guide to carbon taxes and carbon trading schemes 11



A guide to carbon taxes and carbon trading schemes

… many C based energy prices
� Energy highly valuable – vital roles, non-substitutable

– Not just a question of direct costs of extraction + conversion

� Potentially major differences b/n cost  and value
� Many of these costs + values are externalities unless 

addressed by governments
� Key externalities until now 

include social welfare, 
resources management, 
energy security, 
conventional 
pollutants

� … now climate change
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Australia’s climate policy options – some key power sector considerations

NEM: Aust’s largest environmental (externalities) market

The Australian
National 
Electricity 
Market

Coal-fired generation in NSW 
(2009-10) Note: supplying >90% 
of state electricity

$/MWh estimate

Direct Long Run Marginal Cost
(new SC plant)

$50-55 (Acil Tasman report to 
AEMO, 2009)

Direct Short Run Marginal Cost 
(fuel, variable O&M)

$10-14 (Acil Tasman as above)

External Health damage costs 
(PM10, SOx, NOx)

$13 (mid-range estimate of ATSE 
Externalities Study, 2009)

External Climate Change damage 
cost

$65 (using Stern Review estimate 
of $75/tCO2)

Environmental externality costs likely 
outweigh direct costs; both likely 
outweighed by social externality benefits

Possible climate policy implications:
does this look like a traditional 
‘externalities’ problem?



Renewable Energy and Regulation of the Australian NEM

Overall objective for the NEM (NEL Sec. 7)
The national electricity market objective is to promote efficient investment in, and 
efficient use of, electricity services for the long term interests of consumers of 
electricity with respect to price, quality, reliability and security of supply of 
electricity and the reliability, safety and security of the national electricity system

� Are all objectives reflected in market design?
– One reason there is effective competition in the Victorian Retail Market is 

“Because the provision of energy is viewed as a homogenous, low 
engagement service “  AEMC, Effectiveness of Competition in Victoria, 2008

� Lack of env. and wider sustainability objectives a design choice
– As government desires that NEM contributes to achieving such 

objectives must implement ‘external’ policies to drive changes

Possible climate policy implications: distributed options and energy 
efficiency  adversely impacted by disfunctional ret ail markets

Possible climate policy implications: not an imposition on participants but 
an obligation – role of NEM then to faciliate necess ary changes



A guide to carbon taxes and carbon trading schemes

C pricing & electricity
� One of the world’s most emissions 

intensive electricity industries
� Current policies including eRET 

represent modest ‘implicit’ C price
� Explicit (eg. EU ETS) and implicit C

prices of many other countries 
exceed current Australian efforts

(Garnaut Review, 2008)

(Vivid Economics, Report to the Climate Institute, 2010)

High emissions largely due 
to high dependence on coal 
fired generation
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A guide to carbon taxes and carbon trading schemes

Carbon pricing – from theory to practice
(adapted from Clive Spash, Brave New World of Carbon Trading, www.clivespash.org)

� Underlying economic theory on pollution control
– An aberration on otherwise perfectly functioning markets
– Known or knowable pollution control costs and benefits
– Optimal pollution control equates marginal costs of control & benefits
– Taxes set the price, emissions trading sets the quantity

� … may not adequately address challenges of practical 
implementation? 
– Oversimplification – range of climate change drivers beyond C
– Existing market failures + other distortions – eg. fossil fuel subsidies
– Markets, power and vested interests

– What about equity considerations?
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17After Copenhagen: The Future of the Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme 

(former) Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme
Australian ETS discussions since 1998, bipartisan consensus for 
ETS in 2007, collapse of consensus in 2010
� Coverage

– 6 Kyoto gases, approx. 75% national emissions
– Around 1000 firms with mandatory obligations, otherwise upstream 

liability on oil and gas, carbon price delivered through energy prices
– Mandatory participation by all sectors other than Agriculture (coverage 

not before 2015), forestry (voluntary opt-in) and potentially some waste
� Unlimited use of some kyoto units including CDM
� Price caps (but not floors)
� Permit allocation

– Free allocation to EITE, other strategic (politically powerful) sectors
– Otherwise auctioning

� Revenue from auctioning 
– ‘protect’ vulnerable consumers 
– support some sectors to reduce emissions



Current Australian C Pricing Framework

Multi-Party Climate Change Committee
� Could commence with fixed price (within ETS framework) 

as early as mid 2012
� Convert to ETS within 3-5 years subject to Australian and 

international factors
– Including International C markets, progress on negotiations

� Likely ETS design (starting point the former CPRS)
– Broad coverage (but not land-use?)
– International linkages (potentially limited)
– Assistance to households and businesses still to be determined

� Complementary policies still required (but limited scope?)

A guide to carbon taxes and carbon trading schemes 18



19Integration of distributed and renewable power generation into the electricity industry

Key renewable drivers: MRET/eRET ‘designer’ mkt
… will succeed or fail on quality of governance

Liable 
parties

Obliged to acquit 
RECs as part of 
societal obligation

REC
providers

Deliver certified 
new Renewables 
to create RECs

RE Certificate 
trading

To improve 
economic 
efficiency

RE Certificates
representing 
1 MWh of new
‘renewables’

Certify Certificates              Maintain register        Ensure liable parties oblige

Scheme administrator

non-zero 
baseline if 
pre-1997

Initially set
as 9500 GWh/yr
2010-20. Now
45,000 GWh/yr 
2020-30
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Two ‘worlds’ for renewables and DE integration

GenerationGeneration
Sector:-
large
generators

Transmission
Sector

Energy flow

Derivative trading

Distribution
sectorEnergy flow

Multi-region
five-minute 
energy 
& FCAS
markets

Intentions,
offers &
payments

Intentions,
bids &
payments

Retailer Z

Retailer 1

Retail
sector

End-use
sector
(including DR)

Energy flow

End-users

Retail
Markets

Embedded
generators

GenerationGeneration
Sector:-
large
generators

AEMO: 
market & system operator

cash flow

cash flow

ca
sh

 fl
ow

cash flowcash flow

Distributed 
Renewables + 
other DG
eg. PV, CHP

Centralised 
Renewables 
eg. Wind, CSP



Integration of Renewable Energy Sources into the Electricity Supply System

Wind in South Australia
� A world leading jurisdiction for assessing 

the potential value of complementary 
resources wrt intermittent renewables
– A large and rapid deployment of wind with 

a world leading penetration
– Excellent solar resource
– High wholesale spot/ancillary service 

market transparency

SA wind contribution to 
generation  2009-10

Australia 

(ESIPC, 2009)

(NREL, 2009) 21



Integration of Renewable Energy Sources into the Electricity Supply System

Renew gen. and price
� In 2008-9, large tracking PV plant 

may have earned spot revenue 
>$100/MWh or 2X Wind $/MWh

� Key driver is correlation with 
demand (key price determinant)

(Boerema, UNSW Eng. Thesis, 2010)
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Wind’s energy value 

Period All wind farms 

($/MWh)

All other generators

($/MWh)

Financial year 2008-9 46.6 73.5

Financial year 2009-10 47.4 90.1

Integration of Renewable Energy Sources into the Electricity Supply System

� Energy value of wind declines as penetrations increase
– An ‘efficient’ market signal – generation without inherent energy 

storage has lower value than conventional generation with storable 
primary energy sources (coal, gas, hydro, diesel)

� Wind in SA currently being managed by conventional 
generation in SA (and NEM more widely)
– Significant ‘storage’ competition in the wholesale space

(Cutler, et al, 2011)
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24Integration of distributed and renewable power generation into the electricity industry

MRET performance to date… and for 2020?
� To date: modest ramping target easily met + considerable new investment 

with apparent efficiency – low subsidy $/MWh by international standards
� Yet: international experience generally poor with certificate schemes for 

reasons that seem to include governance capture by incumbents, risks for
developers, market 
power on ‘buy’ side, 
single price for all

� NEM increasingly
stressed infrastructure,
changing structure
including gentailers

� Hence, past modest 
success no guarantee 
of future performance 
with a significant target

(European Commission The support of electricity
from renewable energy sources, 2008)



PV deployment has recently accelerated
� High recent growth in PV deployment – almost all residential systems
� Penetration levels in some regions of the Dx network becoming 

significant – solar cities, demographics, developer strategies

Some recent 'high PV penetration' developments in Australia

(Clean Energy Council, Renewables Report 2010)
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(Morris, ATRAA Conf. Presentation, 2011)



A significant recent 
player with growing
penetrations

26Some recent 'high PV penetration' developments in Australia

(Morris, ATRAA Conf. Presentation, 2011)

(Morris, ATRAA Conf. Presentation, 2011)
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Facilitating new technologies? Software+Orgware
� Renewables pose significant challenges for existing industry 

capabilities, institutional frameworks

(IIASA, What is technology?, 2006)
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Distributed renewables particularly challenging…
� Hardware often 

arrives before 
software and 
orgware

� New technologies 
being deployed by 
new players with 
limited ‘software’ 
understanding 
and inadequate 
institutional 
frameworks

(www.abc.net.au, 2010)



Energy efficiency policy the ‘Quiet’ Achiever
Estimated emissions reductions over Kyoto significantly greater than 
renewable energy or direct abatement policies implemented to date
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… (continued)
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Australia’s climate policy options – some key power sector considerations

Possible lessons for C + E policy governance
� NEM provides an example of ‘serious’ governance

– Robustness designed in – security regime that overrides market
– Very high transparency in market operation 
– Formal separation of powers and interfaces between policy making, 

rule making, operation and enforcement
– Rules for changing the rules; any party can propose a rule change at 

any time, highly transparent process with ‘stakeholder’ management

Possible climate policy implications: Serious governance the key to 
successful market-based policy approaches; 
- Policy failure should not be an option – security regime required
- High transparency with significant disclosure  obligations
- Robust against the rent-seekers (often incumbents)
- Fixable: “market and investor’ certainty should never over-ride 

necessary repairs and improvements
NEM governance appears far more robust than that for some other key 
environmental markets to date including MRET/eRET, NSW GGAS, 
proposed CPRS design
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Many of our publications are available at:
www.ceem.unsw.edu.au

Thank you…  and questions


